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Image SAP ID Catalogue ID Product Name Description

7100093044 35-1101-30iSW-CA

3M™ Adflo™ Powered Air 
Purifying Respirator, 35-1101-
30iSW-CA, with 3M™ 
Speedglas™ Welding Helmet, 
9100-Air, and 3M™ Auto 
Darkening Filter, 9100XXi

3M™ Adflo™ Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR), 35-1101-30iSW-CA, is a high efficiency particulate 
respiratory protection system, offering welders compact, lightweight respiratory protection and quality 
filter optics all-in-one.  Audible and visual alarms signal low airflow and low battery charge. With improved 
optics (compared to our previous generation helmets), the 3M™ Speedglas™ Auto Darkening Filter 
9100XXi allows you to more readily recognize colours as compared to our other models, helping welders 
focus on set-up, welding technique, precision grinding, and inspection of just completed welds.  3M™ 
Adflo™ PAPR System features a lithium ion battery, a high efficiency particulate filter that can be stacked 
onto an optional 3M™ Adflo™ Cartridge for additional protection, and a wide leather belt.

7100093047 06-0000-30i-KIT-CA

3M™ Speedglas™ Auto 
Darkening Filter, 9100XXi with 
silver front panel, 06-0000-
30i-KIT-CA

This kit includes 3M™ Speedglas™ Auto Darkening Filter 9100XXi and 3M™ Speedglas™ Silver Front Panel 
9100XXi. With improved optics (compared to our previous generation helmets), the 3M™ Speedglas™ 
Auto Darkening Filter 9100XXi allows you to more readily recognize colours as compared to our other 
models, helping you focus on your welding set-up, welding technique, precision grinding, and inspection 
of just completed welds. The 3M™ Speedglas™ Silver Front Panel 9100XXi houses external controls, 
enabling fast and easy access to the grinding and memory modes.

7100093131 25-5702-30iSW-CA

3M™ Speedglas™ Fresh-Air III 
Supplied Air Respirator, 25-
5702-30iSW-CA, with V-100 
Valve and 3M™ Speedglas™ 
Welding Helmet, 9100-Air, 
and Auto Darkening Filter, 
9100XXi

3M™ Speedglas™ Fresh-Air III Supplied Air Respirator 25-5702-30iSW-CA system provides lightweight 
respiratory protection for welders, with a belt-mounted air-cooling valve designed for hot, strenuous jobs. 
With improved optics (compared to our previous generation helmets), the 3M™ Speedglas™ Auto 
Darkening Filter 9100XXi allows welders to more readily recognize colours as compared to our other 
models, helping increase focus on welding set-up, welding technique, precision grinding, and inspection 
of just completed welds. This system features a V-100 Vortex air-cooling valve, and complete 3M™ 
Speedglas™ Welding Helmet 9100-Air.

7100093155 06-0100-30iSW-CA

3M™ Speedglas™ Welding 
Helmet, 9100, 06-0100-
30iSW-CA, with Auto-
Darkening Filter 9100XXi

3M™ Speedglas™ Welding Helmet 9100 with Auto Darkening Filter 9100XXi can be used for Stick, MIG, 
and TIG welding processes. Compared to our other models, the 3M™ Speedglas™ Auto Darkening Filter 
9100XXi allows you to more readily recognize colours. This may help you focus on your welding set-up, 
welding technique, precision grinding, and inspection of just completed welds. The 3M™ Speedglas™ 
Silver Front Panel 9100XXi houses external controls, enabling fast and easy access to the grinding and 
memory modes.

7100094478 06-0000-30i-CA
3M™ Speedglas™ Auto 
Darkening Filter, 9100XXi, 06-
0000-30i-CA, shades 5, 8-13

3M™ Speedglas™ Auto Darkening Filter 9100XXi offers the same large viewing area as our 3M™ 
Speedglas™ Auto Darkening Filter 9100XX, but thanks to improved optics (compared to our previous 
generation helmets), it allows you to more readily recognize colours as compared to our other models. This 
may help you focus on your welding set-up, welding technique, precision grinding, and inspection of just 
completed welds. 3M™ Speedglas™ Auto Darkening Filter 9100XXi fits with all 3M™ Speedglas™ Welding 
Helmet Series 9100.
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